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Part I: Introduction 
 

 

Eco-Local Dyeing 

 

Natural dyeing, in its broadest definition, is the practice of dyeing fibres using pigments 

sourced directly from plants or animals as opposed to using lab-formulated dyes 

produced by the textile industry. Natural dyestuffs might range from ground cochineal 

beetles bought online to yellow onion skins saved from last night’s supper. Due to this 

wide range of materials encapsulated under “natural dyeing,” I’ll refer to the practice 

discussed in this workshop as “eco-local dyeing.”  

 

Eco-local dyeing is specifically interested in ethically foraging plant pigments from the 

artist’s immediate surroundings and nurturing a conscientious and reciprocal 

relationship with the land from which they harvest as part of the artistic process. The 

main ingredients of eco-local dyeing alongside plant pigments are time, care, patience 

and flexibility. This practice isn’t just concerned with an end product, but insists that 

dyeing with local plants is a relational process, one in which the artist is behoved to 

learn the rhythm of the seasons and become intimately knowledgeable of the non-

human beings which inhabit this shared ecosystem. 

 

While I’m running this workshop, I’m also a learner, as both nature and art are forever 

generous in the things they have to teach. Though I’ve assigned the name “eco-local 

dyeing” to this practice for convenience, I’m far from its author. It’s an approach which 

comes from absorbing the work of many artists over time, and crucially, this ethos of 

building a reciprocal relationship with the land can be traced back through the nature-

conscious character that infuses natural dyeing circles to the cultural beliefs of the 

Indigenous Peoples of so-called North America, who are the very first to have worked 

creatively with these plants.  

 

There’s always something new to learn in eco-local dyeing, and it can’t all be taught in 

one course. It’s a knowledge which unfurls itself slowly, season after season. In seeking 

to borrow the plants’ vibrant hues, the artist will begin to explore new trails and 

riverbanks, becoming familiar with parts of the city they never knew existed. They’ll 

learn the scent of the plants in the height of summer and the silhouette of their stems 

against the winter snow. They’ll learn which plants prefer to be their neighbours, and 

which beetles nestle in their veiny leaves. Their kitchen will soon be perfumed by the 

delicious forest, the outdoors blending with the indoors. They’ll come to know more 

deeply how they and the plants pull on one another, the ways we’re all held together in 

a common web. I believe eco-local dyeing is a valuable way of making art not simply 



because the artist comes away with beautiful textiles, but because it can gently reframe 

the way the artist understands the world around them – as a kindred creature in the 

process of creation and decay, rather than a raw material or a hunk of real estate. 

 

 

Land Acknowledgment  

 

I acknowledge that this workshop interacts directly with The Coves, land which is 

located on the traditional territories of the Haudenosaunee, Lūnaapéewak, 

Anishinaabek, and Chonnonton Nations, territories connected with the London 

Township and Sombra Treaties of 1796, as well as the Dish with One Spoon Covenant 

Wampum. I respect the enduring relationships that Indigenous Nations have to this land 

and their roles as its original caretakers. I acknowledge the ongoing injustices that 

Indigenous Peoples endure in Canada and my role in these injustices as a white settler. 

Furthermore, I accept my responsibility as a white settler artist to produce art which is 

informed by decolonial and antiracist politics.  

 

 

The Coves Collective  

 

The Coves Collective is led by three artists – Michelle Wilson, Paul Chartrand and Reilly 

Knowles – working with the Coves to create artworks which collaborate with the land 

and which engage the Coves neighbourhood community. The work of the collective has 

been generously funded through Gardenship and State, an artistic research project 

headed by Jeff Thomas and Patrick Mahon, and which exists at the intersection of 

environmental critique, decolonial theory, and artistic practice. 

 

 

About the Artist 

 

I am an interdisciplinary artist based in London, Ontario, and a 2020 graduate of 

Western University’s Bachelor of Fine Arts program. Underpinning my work is a desire 

to connect deeply to the places I inhabit, which has recently manifested in a series of 

textile wall hangings made from found object washed up by the Deshkan Ziibi and 

recycled cloth dyed with plants foraged along the riverside. My work often also takes up 

regional folklore, superstitions and folk magical practices, and I am currently conducting 

an independent scholarly research project on the history of witchcraft legends in 

Ontario. I have been dyeing with foraged plants for over seven years. 

To learn more about my practice, you can visit my website at reillyknowles.ca, or my 

Instagram page @reilly_knowles.  



About This Booklet 

 

This booklet covers the broad points of Colourful Coves. Large margins have been left 

in the following sections for note-taking. 
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Part II: Foraging 
 

 

Safe Foraging 

 

•For remote areas, bring a buddy or tell a buddy where you’re going. 

Bring map/GPS if area is unfamiliar. 

 

•Sun protection: hat, sunscreen and lots of water. 

 

•Tick protection: stay on trails and avoid long grass when possible, 

wear light-coloured clothing with long sleeves and pant legs, apply 

bug spray, perform tick check afterwards.  

 

•Coyote protection: never forage between dusk and dawn.  

 

•Bring work gloves and hiking shoes for thorny areas. 

 

•Always be aware of surroundings. Check for signs of animals, wasp 

nests, barbed wire, etc. 

 

•Always make sure you correctly identify plant before 

handling/consuming. Many free identification guides available online. 

Study possible look-alikes. 

 

•Familiarise yourself with common toxic/harmful plants, ex: poison ivy, 

stinging nettle, giant hogweed. 

 

•Research beforehand whether area is contaminated by pollution or 

pesticides. Negative health impacts can result from consuming 

contaminated plants. The Coves is contaminated with lead and plants 

should not be eaten from this area. 

 

•Test small portion of plant before consuming large quantities to make 

sure not allergic.  

 

•Be aware of who owns land you are foraging on. Be aware many 

places have by-laws against foraging. London has by-law against 

“harming plants.” 

 

  



Foraging Equipment Checklist 

 

 Sun hat 

 Sunscreen 

 Bug spray 

 Water bottle 

 Map / GPS 

 Light-coloured clothing with long sleeves and pant legs 

 Hiking shoes 

 Work gloves 

 Identification guide, for both foraging and toxic plants 

 Scissors / small, sharp knife 

 Several recycled, sealable containers, such as yogurt containers  

 Recycled plastic bags or small cloth bags, such as for groceries 

 

 

Foraging Best Practices 

 

• Care for plants 

 

• Don’t do undue harm to plants. Forage from multiple parts 

of plant and from several plants over wide area. Use 

scissors/knife on plant part if not coming away easily 

instead of tugging and disturbing roots. Don’t trample 

neighbouring plants. 

 

• Don’t forage endangered plants. 

 

• Commit to using plant before foraging so it doesn’t go to 

waste. Return plant material to its source after use as 

discussed in “Disposal”. 

 

• Foster a reciprocal relationship. Clean up litter from the 

plant’s habitat, give it fertilizer, or express gratitude in some 

other way. 

 

• Do not forage to “get enough” for dyeing; dye an amount of 

fibre appropriate to amount of plants it is ethical to forage. 

  



• Care for animals 

 

• Approach foraging with generosity. Other creatures subsist 

on plants you take, whereas foraging is probably optional 

for you. Don’t leave other creatures without food or shelter, 

and only take fraction of what’s available. How much you 

can safely take is dependent on plant and area’s specific 

circumstances. Ex: even if plant is abundant, consider 

whether general area is sparse or recovering from damage. 

It is good idea to never take over 30%, but I generally skew 

closer to 10%.  

 

• If another creature is actively using desired plant or is in 

way (ex: a honeybee gathering nectar from flower), it’s best 

to find another plant.  

 

• Care for humans 

 

• Be considerate of location. It is inappropriate to forage from 

plant which is part of memorial, site of mourning, or sacred 

site unless you have intimate relationship with location or 

express permission. 

 

• Consider cultural context of plant. What is your plan for use, 

and is it culturally sensitive to use it in that way? Ex: it is 

inappropriate for non-Native forager to gather white sage to 

perform smudging ceremony. 

 
 

Foraging in The Coves 

 

• Black raspberries 

 

• Long, arcing stems which are round and thorny. 

 

• Leaves in clusters of 3 with toothed edges and white 

undersides. 

 

• Pea- to thimble-sized berries begin white, turn red, then 

turn purple-black when mature. 



 

• Look just like farmed raspberries, but the colour of 

blackberries. 

 

• Enjoyed by insects, mice, squirrels, raccoons, deer. 

 

• Berries mature through July, peak mid-July. 

 

• With alum mordant, produces dusty pink dye for cotton and 

wool, or range of blue-greens with baking soda or iron 

wash. Produces dusty magenta ink. 

 

• Goldenrod 

 

• Can grow from 30 cm to height of average adult human. 

 

• Long, narrow leaves with slightly jagged edges that grow all 

along stem. 

 

• Plume of tiny, bright yellow flowers at very top of plant. 

 

• Enjoyed by pollinators, deer, rabbits, turkeys and small 

rodents. 

 

• Blooms mid-August to mid-October. 

 

• With alum mordant, produces taupe-y to mustard yellow 

dye for cotton and wool, or range of browns with iron wash. 

Produces mustard yellow to brown ink.  

 

• Black walnuts 

 

• Appear as small, hard avocadoes or green pears; very 

fragrant. 

 

• Trees identified by pinnate leaves and walnut hulls at base. 

 

• Weeping walnuts stain hands for many days, so wear 

gloves. 

 



• Enjoyed by insects, squirrels, raccoons and turkeys. 

 

• Mature walnuts fall from tree mid-September to November. 

 

• Freshly fallen walnuts without insect punctures are ideal for 

foraging. 

 

• With or without alum mordant, produces warm, dark brown 

for cotton and wool. Produces very dark brown ink. 

 

• Other dye/ink possibilities: sumac cones, blue cornflowers, teasel, 

thistles, Queen Anne’s lace, river grapes, mulberries… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

  
 

  



Part III: Fibre Preparation 
 

 

Safe Fibre Preparation 

 

• Use equipment specially reserved for dyeing process to avoid food 

contamination. 

 

• Clean dyeing area thoroughly after use. 

 

• Wear N95 mask to avoid inhaling powders, along with heat 

resistant rubber gloves. 

 

 

Fibre Preparation Checklist 

 

 N95 safety mask 

 Heat resistant rubber gloves  

 Stainless steel pot (non-reactive, produces more predictable 

colours) 

 Scissors 

 Kitchen scale 

 Calculator 

 Paper & pencil 

 Recycled containers for holding materials (ex: yogurt tubs) 

 Stirring tool, preferably stainless steel 

 Soda ash (see resources section) 

 Alum (see resources section) 

 Cream of tartar (see resources section) 

 Skeins & cloth (see resources section) 

 

 

Washing Fibre 

 

• Plant dyes do not work with synthetic fibres. Choose 100% wool 

yarn and cloth for deepest colours, otherwise natural fibres, such 

as cotton, ramie, linen, etc. Recycled white cotton bedsheets and 

silk scarves work very well.  

 

 



• Convert large skein of yarn into ball to avoid tangles, then make 

into smaller skeins. Make skeins by wrapping yarn repeatedly 

around an object (a book works well), then tying ends together, 

and securing with 1-3 figure-8’s around middle of skein.  

 

• Cut down cloth into manageable pieces while they are still dry if 

wanting to achieve multiple shades with 1 dyeing session. 

 

• Fibres need to be cleaned before dyeing to strip away oils and 

other impurities that would muddle surface.  

 

• Before washing, weigh and record weight of fibres. Record 

weights for each individual cloth piece and skein.  

 

• For yarn: simply wash in lukewarm water and dish detergent. 

Move on to next step or allow to dry and store in clean, sealed 

container. 

 

• For cloth: Measure out 5% of total dry weight of cloth in soda ash. 

Fill pot with hand-hot water, then pour in soda ash and dissolve. 

Do not pour water over dry soda ash to avoid sending dust into air. 

Making sure cloth is loose and unfolded, immerse into water. Bring 

to simmer, then cook for 15-20 min, stirring. Remove cloth and 

rinse until clear. Move on to next step or allow to dry and store in 

clean, sealed container.  

 

 
Mordanting Fibre 

 

• Mordanting is process of making fibres more receptive to dyes. 

Not strictly necessary, but generally makes colours last longer. 

Desirable for plant dyes, which fade quickly. 

 

• If using dye which is highly tannic, such as black walnut dye, 

mordanting may not be necessary, as tannins are natural mordant. 

 

• Measure out 8% alum and 6% cream of tartar to total dry weight of 

fibres. 

 

• Dissolve powders in pot using same method as with soda ash 

described above. 



 

• Making sure cloth is loose and unfolded, add to pot and slowly 

bring to simmer over no less than 1 hr. Simmer 30-40 min., 

making sure not to agitate or overheat wool items too much so 

they do not felt.  

 

• Let bath cool. Can be done overnight. 

 

• Rinse fibre in clean water, squeezing out mordant. Proceed to 

next step or allow to dry and store in clean, sealed container.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part IV: Dyeing 
 
Safe Dyeing 
 

• Safety rules from “Safe Fibre Preparation” apply. 
 

• Dyes can be stinky and cause nausea/headaches, so ventilate 
well and cover nose, if necessary. 

 

 

Dyeing Checklist 

 

 Kit from “Fibre Preparation Checklist” 

 Bucket 

 Fine mesh strainer which sits securely on top of bucket, or 

colander lined with cheesecloth 

 
 
Basic Dyeing Template 
 

• As mentioned in “Foraging Best Practices,” scale amount of dye to 
amount of plant material it is possible to ethically forage. 
 

• Cut hard material (walnuts) into small pieces or score, place in pot 
with enough water to cover, and allow to break down/ferment max. 
1 week. Do not do this for soft materials which you want to stay 
bright, like flowers (goldenrod) and fruits (raspberries). 

 

• Place material in pot with enough water to cover (if applicable, use 
soaking liquid) and bring to simmer. For materials which produce 
dark dyes (walnuts), simmer for as long as desired (3 hrs. is more 
than enough). For materials which produce lighter colours 
(goldenrod), simmer for max. 1 hr. For materials which oxidize, 
such as fruits (raspberries), simmer for max. 20 min. Do not allow 
flowers and fruits to heat above gentle simmer. 

 

• Strain out solids over bucket and reserve for “Part V: Returning & 
Recycling.” 

 

• Return liquid to pot and add enough water for fibre to swim without 
overcrowding/folding. Bring to simmer. 

 

• Add fibre and simmer for various times to produce different 
shades. Min. 20 for lightest shade is recommended. Heat can be 

 



turned off, pot covered with lid, and fibre left overnight for deepest 
shade. Stir continually to avoid blotches. For very delicately 
coloured flowers and all berries, remove from heat and set aside, 
lid on, for max. 2.5 hrs. 

 

• Colours can be shifted using washes. Remove dyed fabric from 
pot, squeeze out excess liquid, and place in bucket of water with 1 
of following additives: white vinegar to brighten/warm up colours, 
baking soda to desaturate colours/shift them blue-green (highly 
dependant on dye), or iron to desaturate and darken. Iron solution 
can be made by adding rusty objects to water and letting dissolve 
over time.  

 

• With or without wash, squeeze excess liquid from fibre and wash 
in lukewarm water until water runs clear. Hang to dry, unfolded 
and as smooth as possible, out of direct sunlight. If excess dye is 
not removed adequately, it will collect in folds and produce 
streaks. 

 

• Note that washing step can be skipped for fibres which will not be 
touched/have prolonged contact with other surfaces (ex: wall 
hanging, framed textiles), and they will have more saturated 
colours. Unwashed fibres intended for contact are in danger of 
transferring colour to clothes and other porous surfaces, and 
coming out in washing or being displaced by sweat. 

 

• Some ideas for taking your dyed textile “to the next level”:  
 

• While cloth is wet, paint with vinegar, baking soda or rusty 
washes to create patterns in different colours. 

 

• Recycle dye into an ink (see “Part V: Returning & 
Recycling), then paint designs onto cloth. 

 

• Over-dye cloth with another colour to see what hues you 
can make. 

 

• Shibori-fold cloth before dyeing, or fold and bundle with 
twine/elastics (as if tie-dyeing). 

 

• Dye one half of skein of yarn 1 colour, and the other a 
different colour. 

 

• Tie knots around skein of yarn before dyeing to mask off 
white areas, as with ikat dyeing. 

 



 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

  

 



Part V: Returning & Recycling  
 
• Working conscientiously with nature means every step must be 

carefully considered, including disposal of materials.  
 

• Returning Liquids 
 

• Disposal method for mordant depends on type of mordant. 
Tannic mordant from foraged materials can be disposed of 
at foraging site. Disperse liquid in small amounts 
throughout area. 
 

• For alum mordant, pour down drain. Alum acidifies soil and 
could cause issues at site. 
 

• Dyebaths can be dispersed at site in small amounts, as 
with tannic mordant. Walnut dye is an exception. Walnuts 
contain jugalone, which prevents other plants from growing 
when mixed into soil. Walnut dye should only be poured at 
base of walnut trees. 

 

• Pour liquids into recycled jugs/cartons when cool. Can be 
transported back to site over several visits. 

 

• Returning Solids 
 

• Solids can be cooled and returned to foraging site or, to 
“feed” materials back to nature, you can form into “cakes”: 

 

• Spread spent material onto a baking sheet, cutting up 
larger pieces with scissors. Set sheet in sunny 
window to dry completely, breaking up any clumps 
and turning over with your fingers. Store dried 
material in container until you have several projects’ 
worth.  
 

• Cook together 1 cup water and ¼ cup flour in small 
pot on moderate heat to form wheat glue. Add glue to 
dried materials in dollops until just binds together. 
Form little patties, pressing as thin as possible 
without breaking, and place on parchment-lined tray 
in a sunny window to dry.  

 

• At next trip to site, set cakes in places that inspires 
you. They will break down over time and return 

 



ground. Cakes made with black walnuts should only 
be dispersed beneath walnuts trees. 

 

• Seeds from dyestuffs can be collected and sprinkled at site. 
To preserve seeds, separate from plant before processing 
and dry in sunny window. 
 

• Making Inks 
 

• Dyes can be recycled into plant ink, although colour usually 
darker and duller. 

 

• Continue boiling dye in pot until only few cups of liquid left. 
Will take many hours, and can be done over several days. 
Pour concentrated liquid into smaller pot, then add a few 
glugs of vinegar and a few teaspoons of salt for 
preservation. Continue boiling until consistency is slightly 
thicker than water. Be careful not to burn ink if made from 
fruit, as contains sugar which can scorch.  

 

• Carefully pour ink into a recycled jar with a tight-fitting lid 
and allow to cool. Label or you will definitely forget what it’s 
made from. 

 

• Use to paint on textiles and paper, and as wood stain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part VI: Caring for Your Textiles 
 

• Always handwash dyed textiles separately in cold water and hang 
unfolded to dry out of direct sunlight.  
 

• Keep out of sunlight when possible to slow down natural fading 
process. 

 

• Note that contact with salts (sweat), acids, alkaline solutions and 
different minerals occurring in tap water can shift or displace 
colour. 

 

• Changes to item are part of its beauty! Admire lifecycle of your 
textile instead of dismaying at its mutability. Consider re-dyeing or 
overdyeing with different colour instead of disposing if no longer 
happy with appearance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part VII: Resources 
 

• Supply source suggestions: 
 

• Cloth: thrift shops. 
 

• Yarn: thrift shops, fibre guild garage sales, church sales, 
grandma’s basement. 

 

• Alum: Bulk Barn (used as a meat preservative), The Fibre 
Garden (Jordan Station, online shop). 

 

• Soda ash: laundry section of big stores (also called 
“washing soda” and “sodium carbonate”), The Fibre 
Garden.  

 

• Cream of tartar: Bulk Barn, Loblaws bulk section. 
 

• Books to get you started on your eco-local dyeing journey: 
 

• Spectrum: Dye Plants of Ontario, edited by Nancy J. 
McGuffin, compiled by Burr House Spinners and Weavers 
Guild (sold at The Fibre Garden) 
 

• Eco Colour by India Flint 
 

• The Organic Artist: Make Your Own Paint, Paper, Pigments, 
Prints and More from Nature by Nick Neddo 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


